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Sunnymede Farm
seeks permit for
farm outlet store
in Hartland

Thursday, July 7, 2022

By Tom Ayres

Senior Staff Writer

HARTLAND — The owner of Sunnymede Farm, an Angus beef farm and maple sugaring operation on 600 acres
of land off Town Farm Hill Road in Hartland Four Corners,
has applied for an Act 250 permit to build a sprawling
barn-style farm outlet store on recently acquired land at 88
Route 5, adjacent to the I-91 interchange at the gateway to
Hartland.
James P.W. Goss, an attorney with Facey Goss &
McPhee P.C. in Rutland, filed the application with the
Vermont District 3 Environmental Commission on behalf
of SM Farms Shop LLC, Sunnymede Farm, and owner
See SUNNYMEDE - Page 4A

Independent
Princesses on parade
prosecutor to
review Woodstock
police shooting

Rick Russell Photo

Participants in Hartland’s Old Home Day parade turned out in force on Monday, July 4. To celebrate
Independence Day, the parade featured the Hartland American Legion Post #48, the Hartland Community
Band, a float by the Hartland Community Arts, the Hartland Elementary School, a float by Aging in
Hartland, a procession of classic cars and tractors, and a flock of Disney princesses. Above, members
of the entry “Once Upon a Disney Tea Room. More photos of the event can be seen on page 8A.

By Mike Donoghue
Standard Correspondent

A Woodstock Police cruiser was struck 5 or 6 times with
bullets during the shootout with a local resident during
a homicide-suicide case last month, according to Police
Chief Robbie Blish.
Blish said Woodstock Police have not been told how
many shots were exchanged during the June 14 incident at
13 Slayton Terrace, but the cruiser was hit multiple times.
At least two bullets went through the roof, he said.
According to Blish, his department is trying to move
forward, but is waiting for the Vermont State Police to
complete its final report that will also be sent to state prosecutors.
Windsor County State’s Attorney Ward Goodenough
said Tuesday he has recruited Grand Isle County State’s
Attorney Doug DiSabito to provide an independent review
of the portion of the investigation that covered a police
officer firing his weapon.
Woodstock Police Sgt. Joe Swanson found a dead body
in the driveway at 13 Slayton Terrace at about 1:15 p.m.
See POLICE SHOOTING - Page 4A

Palmer seeks to transform
Windsor County sheriff’s dept.
By Tom Ayres

wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and chair of the
Windsor Selectboard is seeking the DemoThis is the first in a three-part series of articratic Party nod for Windsor County Sheriff
cles profiling the 2022 candidates for Windsor
in the Aug. 9 primary. He is positing a shift
County Sheriff. Democratic primary candidate
from what he terms the “policing for profRyan Palmer of Windsor is featured this week.
it,” revenue-driven model of funding a large
Palmer’s opponent, Windsor County Sheriff’s
portion of the sheriff’s department’s work to
Deputy Thomas Battista, will be profiled next
a community-centered approach that emphaweek and incumbent Sheriff Michael Chamsizes bias-free and inclusive policing, strong
berlain, who is running unopposed in the Recitizen and youth engagement, use of body and
publican primary on Aug. 9, will be featured
cruiser cameras across the department, and the
Ryan Palmer
in part three of the series.
addition of a social worker/victim’s advocate to
Ryan Palmer is on a mission to transform
the countywide department’s roster. Palmer is
the way the Windsor County Sheriff’s Office does busipresently a police officer in Ludlow, where he has served
ness.
since 2017. Prior to that, he was with the Windsor Police
The veteran police officer, U.S. Air Force veteran of the
See PALMER - Page 4A
Senior Staff Writer

Billings Farm & Museum had an ‘extraordinary year’

By Tess Hunter
Managing Editor

Billings Farm Executive
Director David Simmons put
it best: “It was Billings most
extraordinary year — ever.”
Simmons notes that their
72,513 visitors in 2021 was
remarkable not only because
it was up by nearly 10,000
guests compared to 2019,
but because it was coming
off the back of “one of the
worst years ever for Billings
Farm.”
Simmons said there were
just over 30,000 visitors in
the pandemic year of 2020.
“We really took it on the
chin… During the height of
the pandemic, it was half the
number of folks that we usually welcomed. But then the
very next year — 2021 —
look what happened. It just
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Shawna Burgess, center, of Moretown, with her daughters Mara, 3, at left
and Aileigh, 1, greet an alpine goat at the Billings Baby Animal Celebration
in 2021. Billings Farm Manager Chuck Deome said that having people come
back to pet the baby animals was his fondest memory of the 2021 season.
Rick Russell Photos

blew the gates right off.”
Billings Executive Vice
President Michelle Somerville says that pandemic year
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provided a kick-off point for
things to come. “It was a year
that we decided we wanted
to do something during the

pandemic, to make a difference, do more, be creative,
and be a place the community could enjoy, in spite of the
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Do you have dentures that don’t work? Tired of
never ending teeth repair? Are you missing one or
more teeth? Are you losing your facial shape?
All-on-4® Dental Implants & Unbreakable
Teeth™ are the Permanent Answer!

Unstable Denture

Dr. Margaret Janisse

NEW TEETH IN ONE DAY™!
All-on-4® Dental Implants

Vermont’s Newest
Technology!
Unbreakable Teeth™
Available
Today!!

Why now?

So why was this the right
place and right time for
BF&M’s best year ever?
Simmons said a big part of
it was post-pandemic “revenge travel” — the idea
that after more than a year
being cooped up in quarantine, people are eager to
scratch their tourism itch as
often as they can. Simmons
said he heard plenty of rumors that such revenge tourism would be on the way in
2021 and “sure enough, with
that was the lived experience
at Billings Farm.”
Simmons said the biggest
factor in that response was
creating an experience that
felt safe to visitors. “We delivered. We made our mark
See BILLINGS FARM Page 6A
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Dr. Jedidiah Janisse

pandemic and all of the restrictions. It worked because
we were determined to make
it work, for the staff, members and visitors to Billings
Farm & Museum,” she said.
As to what contributed to
the success, Simmons and
his team offer a variety of
possibilities — creating a
safe and welcome environment during a pandemic, a
number of innovative new
programs and educational outreach, farm-to-table
experiences, a bevy of volunteers and, of course, the
working dairy farm. But
perhaps the biggest secret
to Billings’ success came
not from an agenda of goals
for the year or attendance
benchmarks, but from a
thriving team effort and
community spirit.
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‘I used to put my hand over my mouth to hide
my teeth. When Dr. Janisse told me he could
help, I had some doubts but I embarked on the
voyage out of desperation! I made the decision
to trust him and it was the best decision ever!
I am very afraid of dentists, so this was a big
step for me. I would do it all over again in a
heartbeat. Jed and all his staff made it a great
experience. I am so happy with the results.
People ask me if I had a facelift! The results
have been that dramatic. I felt so good about
my smile that I went on a diet and I have lost
30 lbs. I feel like I am back to my old self again.
I love to smile now! I would encourage anyone
that is giving some thought to this to totally
put your trust in Dr. Janisse and his team. They
will not let you down!’
- Elise E.

Dr. Jedidiah Janisse
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BILLINGS FARM From Page 1A
as being one of the safest experiences in the Upper Valley. We really did some very
diligent, thoughtful, careful
planning, and the execution
of protocols that maintain
the safety of our staff and
our guests. We touted that
in 2021, we created more
outdoor experiences than we
ever had before.”
Not even a Vermont winter could stymie Billings’
outdoor offerings. Simmons
describes a rash of winter
programming,
including,
snowshoeing trails, fire
pits, and sleigh rides. “We
expanded and enhanced a
mile-long walking trail. We
had games out of doors for
kids and adults. The Sunflower House grew and expanded to showcase over
100 varieties of sunflowers
last year. And then we also
had Farm to Ballet — that
kind of iconic Vermont-y
experience, which had the
largest crowd ever. And I
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think it was our fifth foray
into that. It was pretty cool.”

Membership increase

Billings didn’t only see a
rise in attendance numbers
in 2021, it also marked a
sharp increase in memberships. According to Manager
of Advancement Jen Flaster,
Billings saw a 45% increase
in new membership compared to 2019. Not only that,
but 29% of that membership
group includes people from
locations other than Vermont
and New Hampshire.
“There is a core of memberships that are held by
folks out of state,” said
Simmons. “Some of those
are folks that are second
homeowners or they vacation in the area on a regular
basis. Others are folks that
have formerly lived here
and have moved away, but
want to continue to maintain
their support — and they
may never set foot on Billings again... That makes you

Emmett Scoville, 17 months, from Farmington, Conn. gets ready to bowl his
pumpkin during the Billings Harvest Celebration last year.
Photo Provided
feel really good and positive
about the organization that
you’re working for and what
that means in the hearts of
other people.”

Billings Farm’s most remarkable achievements in the last
year was the exponential
growth in the number of volunteers. From just a handful
of volunteers a few years
Volunteers
Simmons says that one of ago, to over 100 in 2021,
the volunteer force put in a
combined 1,400+ hours of
work at Billings Farm and included those as young as 12
years of age to those in their
upper-80s. “I will say that
we’ve never had 1,400 hours
of volunteer work in the past.
Put it that way — it’s a tremendous upward trajectory
of effort on their part,” said
Simmons. He gives much of
the credit for that effort to
Alec Fannin, the Schedule &
Volunteer Coordinator.
“Going into 2021, our organization made it a top priority to expand our volunteer
program,” said Fannin. “As
a longstanding and wellknown pillar in the community, we had immediate interest. Volunteers helped out
at our special events and on
busy days in the summer and
fall. We were also thoughtful in honoring the time that
volunteers were giving. We
set up a benefits program,
where volunteers could earn
admission coupons, Billings
Farm Cheddar Cheese, and
more at certain milestones
—10 hours, 30 hours, 50

hours, etc. Enough people
tried out shifts and appreciated their experience that
word spread and they invited their friends and family
to join as well. Respecting
the mutual benefits of volunteerism helped us thrive.
Plus, who doesn’t want to be
around our Jerseys?”

Educational outreach

lunchtime, the whole Visitor
Center would fill with the
sounds of excited chatter
as class ended and the kids
could be with each other for
lunch and then play outside
for recess,” she described. “I
loved overhearing some of
their lessons and re-learning
information I’d forgotten.
We took them to see the baby
goats and lambs as they were
born, which was an especially unique experience for
them. In the three and a half
months they were here, they
filled the space with such
joy and excitement and I remain extremely proud that
we, as an organization, collectively did everything we
could to make that happen
for them and for the community. Without hesitation, we
all stepped up and looked at
what we could do to make
that experience possible. If
that is not a clear indication
of how much the community means to Billings, I don’t
know what would be.”
Vice Chair of the Woodstock Foundation Board
of Trustees, Sal Iannuzzi,
agreed that the response
Billings got from both the
students and the parents was
overwhelming, saying, “We
received wonderful letters
and things from teachers acknowledging how beneficial
it was for the kids. And that’s
really what it’s all about.”
“It felt so good. I’ll never
forget that and I know that
the kids won’t either,” said
Simmons, reflecting on the
way Billings was able to
help in such a unique and
difficult time. “I suspect that
it will be a memorable experience for the kids that will
last with them forever. They
can tell their kids and grandkids, ‘Hey, I went to school
on a farm.’” Simmons described the sixth grade graduation, which was also held
on the Billings campus, as a
memorable conclusion to the
strange and gratifying year.

Across the board, a majority of BF&M’s staff cited
the farm’s outreach to local
schools in 2021 as one of
their proudest accomplishments — Simmons among
them. “One of the things
that we did, that happened
on our campus last year, that
I’m most proud of was the
relationship with the Woodstock Elementary School.”
Billings Farm offered its
campus as an in-person,
outdoor classroom from
February through June. “By
moving the sixth graders out
of the school building, that
allowed the K-5 students
to expand into other rooms
and to continue their in-class
experience. And then, having the sixth graders on our
watch — it was such a cool
thing to do.”
Guest Experience Manager Anna Berez said that
having the students at BillSee BILLINGS FARM ings was her fondest memPage
7A
ory of 2021. “Every day at
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Billings also plays host to
their work and their dedicaa number of other educationtion to the farm.”
al programs, beyond WoodSimmons went on to apstock Elementary School,
plaud the staff more generalincluding internships with
ly saying, “I’m just so proud
the Woodstock Union High
of the team that we have in
School Students, as well as
place… Our frontline staff,
college and graduate school
our interpretive education
interns. Summer camp exstaff, our farm staff, our volperiences also play a huge
unteers — they’re the face of
role in the farm. Somerville
Billings Farm & Museum.
said the implementation and
They are the faces that are
expansion of summer camps
remembered and the convercoming out of the pandemsations that are remembered
ic was among her proudest
as folks get into their cars
accomplishments. “While
and head back home, whethmany camps were not able
er it’s in the state of Vermont
to open and some camps
or elsewhere.”
reduced their activities, we
Scales had praise for the
dug deep, thought outside
Interpretive staff. “We have
of the box and created a fun
a staff of about 50 part-time
place where kids could enjoy
interpreters/educators, and
summer camp in a safe, fun
they do such a great job
environment,” she said. “In
running programs and sharfact, we increased the numing information about our
ber of weeks and expanded
site,” she said. “They teach
our offerings. I am so proud
school programs, engage
of the team for putting this
with guests daily, work at
together and especially Gabi
Billings Farm Manager Chuck Deome said that having people come back to pet the baby animals was camps and workshops and
Bourassa, Lead Educator
his fondest memory of the 2021 season.		
				
Nori Pepe Photo do such a fantastic job. They
and Camp Coordinator, for
are a great community of
always pushing forward and
Meanwhile, Fannin sees had many more visitors than passionate individuals and I
that. Children and adults that exist with our current
finding a way to yes.”
can see how that’s how it hectic environment. Wheth- Billings as a celebration not they thought and they ran out love working with them. Our
Meanwhile,
Christine
works, how it’s done,” said er your stresses stem from just of Woodstock, but of of hotdogs and she had to go farm educators too — they
Scales, the Interpretation &
Iannuzzi, adding a person- environmental change, hu- Vermont, saying, “Billings find a few hundred hotdogs put in a lot of hours taking
Education Manager, said the
al anecdote,“It’s gotten my man rights, politics, war and Farm & Museum provides and buns. Not something care of the animals and they
day-to-day educational prograndchildren
interested conflict, or food insecurity, a safe and wholesome venue you would think is part of her care deeply about the farm
grams were equally importas well as about teaching
in it, because now I have a I feel that people can reset for local residents to fall in job, but she did it.”
ant. “I’m really proud of our
Simmons agreed that this people about the animals
competition with them to see their everyday life by fol- love with where they live.
Billings Backyard Series,
who can grow the biggest lowing an inner desire to Billings Farm is a celebra- hands-on approach is what and dairy farming.”
which has been running for
Simmons also called atsunflower. And I cheated become more in tune with tion of the best of Vermont makes Billings special, and
about three years, but really
I — I bought a metal [sun- being sustainable, self-suffi- and Woodstock. From the he said few are more hands- tention to the staff “back
took off in 2021. We offer
flower], 10 feet tall. But it’s cient, and living off the land. beautiful views of the farm on than the facilities team, of house,” the operational
classes and workshops on
got them excited about that, Billings Farm offers that pastures, to the 1890s Farm which got a big boost this and administrative team.
all sorts of topics related to
and they can see something window into how people did Manager’s House and the year. “We bolstered our fa- “They’re faces that one
self-sufficiency and sustaingo from a seed to this beauti- that in the 19th century, but Jersey Cows, we showcase cilities team, in a couple of doesn’t usually see out and
ability like Canning and Prealso ways we continue our local heritage and bring ways, both in personnel — about with the public, but
serving Food, Hand-Dyed
their work is the foundation
“The Sunflower House to implement those ap- it into the present for every- we increased the size of the for the physical dimension
Yarn, and Seed Starting.
team and added an assistant
proaches in this modern one to enjoy.”
I’m also proud of our
is the bees knees
And for Sommerville, facility manager — and we of a site visit… I’m also
world.”
Farm Discovery Camp,
for me. You can’t be
Billings
is simply a place to actually built new space for just really proud to know
Coming up
which launched last year.
call
home,
“a place to gather. there to be the facility hub that upstairs in the offices
unhappy walking
Simmons hopes to
It’s for older campers ages
To
eat
ice
cream, enjoy the for equipment. All of this among the team there are
continue BF&M’s uparound thousands of
11-14, and really allows
so that they could just do three MBAs and one of them
vistas,
and
relax.”
ward trajectory with a
sunflowers. It’s one
us to dive more deeply
more work onsite that had is even a CPA. So we’ve got
Team spirit
with these young people
of the most rewarding number of new activities
According to Iannuzzi, previously been outsourced a lot of firepower, a lot of
about what it means to be outlets of creativity as a planned for 2022 and
the years ahead. “There Billings Farm embodies the — snow removal and lawn brainpower, a lot of talent
a farmer. We bring in proSimmons that’s brought to bear every
landscape designer.”
are three things this year phrase “it takes a village.” maintenance,”
fessionals from different
said,
adding,
“But
they’re day on the experience of our
— Ben Pauly, Woodstock Inn
that are coming up. One “[This success] is due to the
fields like a large animal
& Resort’s Creative Director of is going to be a pilot people that we now have at the ones that are here early visitors.”
vet, a beekeeper and more
Simmons and Iannuzzi
Landscape and Design
program that we hope is Billings Farm. Really an in the morning or starting at
so the campers can hear
both
expressed appreciation
midnight
if
there’s
a
snow
going to be an ongoing excellent group of very enfirst hand from people in
for
the
support of the Woodevent
and,
and
getting
the
ful sunflower.”
program and presence here thusiastic passionate people
the community.”
For his part, Pauly doesn’t at Billings Farm Museum — that are interested in what place ready and keeping it stock Foundation Board of
The life of a farm
Trustees and its chair, Ellen
just manage the new garden, and that is a classical cham- they do and have great in- shipshape.”
Undoubtedly, all of these but collaborates with BillPomeroy. “She’s made terrifBerez
agreed
with
Simber music series.” Simmons terest in education, which is
accomplishments
center ings to develop and impleic strides clarifying the mismons’
praise
for
Facilities
says that the Boston String a primary part of our misaround one key element ment the annual Sunflower
sion,” said Iannuzzi. “She’s
Manager
Ben
McLean
and
Trio, which has visited oth- sion,” said Iannuzzi. He
— the farm itself. Billings’ House, oversee Billings
just done a wonderful, wonhis
crew,
saying,
“[McLean]
er Woodstock institutions in went on to describe several
award-winning herd of Jer- Farm’s organic production
derful job.” Somerville made
is
here
setting
up
some
days
the past, will have its first scenes where Billings’ staff
sey Cows is the lynchpin gardens for the Woodstock
a point to note that there are
at
3
a.m.
—
he
responds
Billings performance on had gone above and beyond
from which all other efforts, Inn & Resort, develop winter
no “non-essential” or lower
to
alarms
that
go
off
at
all
Sept. 2. Billings will also their job description. “I was
including the educational decoration plans at Billings
positions in the hierarchy at
hours
of
the
day
and
night.
play host to TEDxHartland- on the phone with Anna
outreach, the farm manag- Farm for the holidays, and
Billings. “We know we need
He
keeps
the
building
runHill — a multi-day speaker [Berez] and I could hear
er’s house, the farm-to-table help implement landscape
each other, we praise each
ning
and
the
site
looking
conference addressing ques- wind in the background. I
offerings, and the garden ex- visions. “The Sunflower
other and support each other
beautiful.
He
has
wonderful
tions around what it means asked her, ‘What are you
periences spring.
House is the bees knees for to be a community. And fi- doing?’ And she said, ‘Oh, and creative ideas for how to for the benefit of the guest
“I would have to say our me,” said Pauly. “You can’t
nally, Billings will extend I’m out placing signs for push Billings into the future experience.”
herd of Jersey cows are the be unhappy walking around
In his closing remarks,
its documentary film series this evening’s event.’ She’s and works extremely hard to
unsung heroes of Billings thousands of sunflowers.
Iannuzzi
said, “I’ve been inexecute
all
of
the
behind
the
into 2023, working with a manager there, but she’s
Farm,” said Farm to Ta- It’s one of the most rewardvolved
with
Billings for over
scenes
details
that
literally
filmmaker Jay Craven. “All the one placing the signs.
ble Manager Emery Gray. ing outlets of creativity as a
12
years.
I
have
a farm right
keep
this
place
open
and
opthese different experiences, Emery [Gray] helped plant
“Without them, we wouldn’t landscape designer.”
down
the
road
and
I’ve been
erational.
above and beyond a working the new garden. I went up a
have the continued legacy
Alongside the facility visiting since the mid-80s
Simmons said that Bill- dairy farm or a museum, are couple of weeks ago, and she
that we have enjoyed since ings will soon be introducways of engaging culturally was on her hands and knees, team, the farm staff is up to with my children. It’s a spethe Farm’s founding in ing solar panels. “We’re
on our own landscape here planting vegetables. Christi- their elbows in hard labor. cial place in many regards.
1871.”
working with Sun Common in Woodstock.”
na [Scales] was making sure “There are a lot of farm staff But to answer the question
In 2021, Billings had to provide panels that will
‘Why now?’ I think the word
Community-centric a child that has allergies got that guests don’t see,” said is getting out there more and
continued high scores for go live this coming week,
Simmons.
“They’re
back
Iannuzzi says that Bill- a lunch that’s appropriate.
the Jersey cow herd in the and will provide a little more
more that the experience is
ings
Farm & Museum is an And so it’s managing, but of house and they’re on the
twice-annual evaluation by than 10% of our electrical
pretty terrific. And you don’t
tractors
and
in
the
fields,
it’s very, very hands-on in a
the American Jersey Cattle needs here at the farm on an essential part of the Woodachieve that if not for the
mucking
and
doing
things
stock culture, and Lawrence real way,” he said, adding,
Association. According to ongoing basis.”
people. Yes, we have buildafter
hours
and
delivering
Rockefeller’s larger vision “It’s the people. David [Simthe Billings Farm annual reMeanwhile, Gray said she for the town. “Mr. Rocke- mons] and Michelle [Somer- calves at three in the morn- ings. Yes, we have made
port, all of the farm’s cows has “thoroughly enjoyed beville] are very important. But ing, repairing fences and so some improvements and
scored in the top two tiers, ing able to present culinary feller’s vision was that the
people like Anna are the peo- on and so forth. I just have things like that. But if you
with 30 cows scoring Ex- centered programming for resort is there to anchor the
ple that make it tick. Anna to stop and give a great shout don’t have the people, their
cellent and 25 cows scor- our Billings Backyard adult town. In a number of ways,
went on three grocery runs out to Chuck Deome and his dedication and enthusiasm,
ing Very Good. The farm education series. I am pas- it provides a lot of visitors
[at an event recently]. They team for the constancy of then they’re just buildings.”
also welcomed a new team sionate about both food and to the town and contributes
of Percheron horses in Oc- education and to share both to the vitality of Woodstock.
tober — Danny and Larry. with guests in a fun and re- And the purpose of Billings
The pair joined Billings’ laxing atmosphere is very Farm, Mr. Rockefeller used
effort to offer more outdoor rewarding. The programs I to say, was to ‘raise the huactivities to guests, includ- enjoyed the most last season man spirit.’”
Scales sees Billings as one
ing sleigh rides and wagon were backyard grilling, jam
in
a long legacy of importpulls. For Farm Manager making, and quick pickling.”
ant
Woodstock institutions.
Chuck Deome, the best part Both Gray and Berez are
“It’s
rare these days to have
of 2021 was the simplicity excited about Billings’ upa
farm
so close to a town, so
of “watching the guests pet coming Date Night cooking
to
have
that connection and
the babies after almost two classes. “All classes focus
proximity
to the land and to
years” at the Baby Animal on how to utilize the fresh
agriculture
is pretty special.
Celebration.
ingredients that Vermont We love our community, and
Seeing the Farmstead Gar- gardens have to offer all year
dens come to fruition under round and present food in a really enjoy seeking out new
the direction of Woodstock style that celebrates cuisine opportunities to work with
Inn & Resort’s Creative from around the world,” said and serve them,” she said.
“We’re in really good comDirector of Landscape and Gray.
pany in Woodstock between
Design, Ben Pauly, was also
Pauly said the farm also the Marsh Billings Rockenoted by staff as a particular allows people “to connect
accomplishment. “We just with a simpler way of living. feller National Historical Farm to Table Manager Emery Gray brings a load of supplies to the dairy
opened up a new garden last Looking back into history Park, the Woodstock History bar, including ice cream cones and paper towels. Almost every position
night on the farm, growing allows people to connect to Center, Pentangle, Artistree, is “hands-on” at Billings Farm, according to Vice Chair of the Woodstock
a much broader array of a world that doesn’t have and other great community Foundation Board of Trustees, Sal Iannuzzi, and most people — including
vegetables and things like the negative associations organizations.”
Gray — go above and beyond their job description. 		
Rick Russell Photo


